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This audio bible works just as it says - we can listen on our MP3 players, or on the pc - and the pdf.

version is excellent as a research tool. I highly recommend this product, it's inexpensive and high

quality - something almost unheard of these days.

As far as mp3 quality this publisher is real good, the disks, case, and recordings all appear of great

production quality. Most importantly it comes with the DVD-rom disk (and to be clear this is not a

DVD disk you can pop in a DVD player, you need the computer to view it), the DVD-rom is actually

just a mp3 disk with a navigation menu to listen to audio tracks and view the text through a word

document. The DVD-rom has all the MP3 files consolidated into one folder which is nice if you

would like to drag and copy the entire MP3 folder to your hard drive or mp3 device, simply by

clicking and dragging that one folder. The publisher organized the folder by seperating each book

into separate albums and each chapter into separate tracks, making this DVD-rom a good deal.

I have enjoyed Alexander Scourby for over 30 years now in various renditions of the Holy Bible. I

love this version in CD, but I do wish CD's in general were a bit easier to select specific verses.



However that personal wish may be, it is an excellent copy of the Bible, he is very easy to listen to,

and I VERY much enjoy these CDs. I have them on cassette tapes and on records as well..... this is

the best yet! Do enjoy with God's Blessing. My personal favorite is the Authorized King James

Edition. It has a beauty and simplicty that all others wish for....... :-)

It seems that reader is really good, but..... It either was recorded 50 years ago on a substandard

equipment or was mastered into digital audio by somebody who knows not the craft, or both. I

wouldn't recommend this edition to no one.

I am very sorry to say that this audio Bible is not as clear as I had expected. There as many times I

can hear some of the words and the ending of some words also. I don't like this audio, therefore I

purchased another one narrated by Stephen Johnson, because I have the Whole Bible on single

CDs by Mr. Johnson and it is excellent. One book takes two or three CDs. I needed less CDs to

keep in the car. I searched for Mr. Johnson's and found it. I should have done that first. It's a bit

more expensive, but it's worth it.

Great media disk. Files for MP3 playing, and separate file structures to load to PC for for library

application: SwordSearcher. Scourby is our favorite non-dramatized KJV audio bible. We listen to

the Scourby narrated KJV and dramatized KJV versions: on PC, Android, and IPod devices.

There seems to be a lot of variation in these recordings, and I recommend another vendor. I cannot

listen to this with earbuds if I am washing my hands. With speakers, volume is still perhaps only a

tenth of that of other recordings (songs, sermons, even home recordings). I got about $8 refunded,

after paying $2.50 return postage. At least it didn't wind up "lost" in the mail, with no refund.

I already had a King James audio Bible I downloaded for free which was good enough. This one

coordinates with SwordSearcher Bible Study software to read chapters or individual verses

selected. Work well and was a good purchase at a good price.
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